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Reformulated NeutraPac® Neutralizer Gains Green Seal™ Certification
January 21, 2016 CHICAGO—PortionPac Chemical Corporation is happy to
announce that it’s improved formulation NeutraPac® Neutralizer/Floor Conditioner
(404, 410, CP404) has achieved Green Seal™ certification. NeutraPac® is the
first and only neutralizer/floor conditioner on the market to have surpassed Green
Seal™ GS-53’s strict environmental benchmarks and performance requirements.
Green Seal™ maintains the most rigorous voluntary environmental standards in
the cleaning industry. Its comprehensive approach to certification involves
evaluating every step of a product’s creation from manufacture to disposal.
“Green Seal™ certification of our newly reformulated NeutraPac® furthers our goal
of being at the forefront of product innovation,” said PortionPac® president Burt
Klein. “By also offering a formulation that is free of VOCs and OSHA hazards,
NeutraPac® holds the pinnacle position atop the sanitation industry for safety,
sustainability and performance.”
Certification of NeutraPac® Neutralizer/Floor Conditioner by Green Seal™ was achieved through extensive
evaluations of effective performance, concentration of product, minimized/recycled packaging, and protective
limits on VOCs and human and environmental toxicity.
PortionPac Chemical Corporation’s sanitation products are highly concentrated, pre-measured liquids designed
for the safety of sanitation workers, simple and accurate dilution and effective cleaning. The improved
formulation NeutraPac® joins the growing family of PortionPac® products already certified by Green Seal™,
including: ScrubPac® All Purpose Cleaner, BowlPac® Bathroom Cleaner, GlassPac® Glass Cleaner,
MopPacLite® pH Neutral Floor Cleaner, SteamPac® Carpet Extraction Detergent and LaundryPac® High
Efficiency Laundry Detergent. For a complete list of PortionPac Chemical Corporation’s certified products,
please visit the Green Seal™ website. Additional information about sustainable cleaning and the improved
formulations of all PortionPac® detergents may be found on PortionPac Chemical Corporation’s website.
About PortionPac®
PortionPac Chemical Corporation, founded in 1964, is the leading provider of pre-measured, maximum
concentrate, portion control detergents. The PortionPac Chemical Corporation Pac® brand cleaning system
reduces the resources used throughout a product’s lifecycle of production, storage, distribution and disposal.
The system minimizes environmental impact and eliminates the unsafe and ineffective habits of traditional
cleaning procedures. PortionPac®, CorrectPac® and SFSPac® are divisions of PortionPac Chemical
Corporation. Please visit http://www.portionpaccorp.com for more information.
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